Vice President, Capital Analytics
Top 50 Bank
Our client is evolving their compliance reporting team and seeking to incorporate best practices in
enterprise risk management, regulatory submissions and executive management reporting.
Specialized in balance sheet analytics, this position is critical to tying together the Bank’s
increasingly complex regulatory reporting and capital analytical requirements, and plays a key role
in the capital adequacy process including tactical monitoring and execution of capital strategies, as
well as strategic decisions and regulatory compliance.
Key responsibilities include preparing and submitting the Bank’s annual capital plan to regulatory
authorities. This involves obtaining all relevant input from risk management and model validation
for processing and proposing strategies for internal review and approval. This individual will take a
lead role in working with regulators to ensure compliance and regulatory approval, and coordinate
regulatory updates enterprise-wide to maintain continued compliance.
Specific responsibilities include:







Contribute in the on-going process of enhancing the capital adequacy process including the
annual CCAR submission.
Support compliance with any new regulatory requirements related to Basel III capital rules
and Dodd-Frank legislation related to stress testing and capital management.
Provide analysis and appropriate technical communication to help drive strategic decisions
in response to the changing regulations including capital structure optimization and product
pricing.
Contribute in the design and execution of the capital plan as it relates to appropriate capital
targets, management of capital securities, share repurchases and dividend strategy, and
parent company liquidity management.
Assist in the annual CCAR submission as it relates to the formulation of a capital strategy.
Closely monitor capital levels, reporting to executive committees, and staying abreast of
regulatory developments and industry trends.

Candidates with career aspirations beyond this position will appreciate a culture that emphasizes
internal development and promotion from within. Successful candidates will demonstrate superior
leadership characteristics and work ethic with an executive team. Qualified candidates must have
hands-on expertise with a top tier bank’s capital management regulatory reporting process as well
as solid knowledge of a bank’s balance sheet and the governance policies surrounding CCAR. At
least seven years financial analysis, financial modeling, and complex MS Excel experience required.
Verbal and written communication skills need to be exemplary along with the ability to coordinate
and collaborate well with others.
To submit your confidential resume and learn more about the position represented by DDJ Myers,
Ltd., please visit www.ddjmyers.com, send an email to resume@ddjmyers.com, or call (800) 5748877.

